Because of significant improvements in car battery technology, the major car manufacturers have brought plug-in vehicles, hybrid electric and/or all electric to the market over the last four years. Many communities around the country are working to accelerate the adoption of plug-in vehicles. Communities in Oregon and the Pacific Northwest have led the nation in developing electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure to support the deployment of EVs and creating a collaborative effort for planning, outreach and policy development. As a pioneering community, the region has translated a deeper understanding of the challenges and barriers to implementing the needed EV infrastructure and shared best practices and lessons learned with other regions and cities. Four years since the launch of the second generation of U.S. EV deployment, cities and regions are still struggling with the question of how to get more people to drive EVs and how a city or state becomes EV ready. Currently, there are only about 4,000 plug-in EVs registered in Oregon, but within a decade plug-in cars could account for as much as 20 percent of new vehicles sold in Oregon. This project supported the process of developing a statewide "roadmap" plan and building a partnership coalition.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Because of significant improvements in car battery technology, the major car manufacturers have brought plug-in vehicles, hybrid electric and/or all electric to the market over the last four years. Many communities around the country are working to accelerate the adoption of plug-in vehicles. Communities in Oregon and the Pacific Northwest have led the nation in developing electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure to support the deployment of EVs and creating a collaborative effort for planning, outreach and policy development. As a pioneering community, the region has translated a deeper understanding of the challenges and barriers to implementing the needed EV infrastructure and shared best practices and lessons learned with other regions and cities. Four years since the launch of the second generation of U.S. EV deployment, cities and regions are still struggling with the question of how to get more people to drive EVs and how a city or state becomes EV ready. Currently, there are only about 4,000 plug-in EVs registered in Oregon, but within a decade plug-in cars could account for as much as 20 percent of new vehicles sold in Oregon. This project supported the process of developing a statewide "roadmap" plan and building a partnership coalition.
This project helped support the creation of a "roadmap" for the development of vehicle infrastructure and vehicle deployment in the state. These efforts have helped guide research, education, partnership initiatives and community engagement activities at Portland State University (PSU), the Oregon University System (OUS) and the Portland Metro region. The roadmap has become the basis for the creation of the Energize Oregon Coalition. The project helped build momentum on a number of efforts including the Governor's Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Working Group, the creation and support of the Governor's Transportation Electrification Executive Committee (TEEC), local utility and international automotive industry interest in Portland, and other national efforts through the U.S. Department of Transportation and the U.S. Department of Energy. This effort was truly a multidisciplinary, multipartner and multicampus focus and effort. The project focused on developing a unifying strategy, plan, knowledge base for low-and no-emission vehicles, alternative fuels infrastructure and other sustainable mobility innovations.
This project created or supported the development of the following: 
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
During the last four years, Oregon has become a national leader in transportation electrification through important events and activities in the state, and the development of important national relationships with the auto industry and electric vehicle (EV) charging companies. Because of the comprehensive and collaborative planning, effort and strategy, Oregon has been able to seize the opportunity to become the national leader in the adoption and incorporation of new vehicle platforms and mobility strategies into the fabric of urban life and the built environment. Oregon is currently actively engaged in relationships with international automotive companies and local businesses and utilities interested in being part of the "Oregon Experiment."
Electric mobility combines innovative business models with infrastructure and breakthrough technologies to support the use of EVs in densely populated areas. It includes transformational concepts in mobility such as car-sharing programs, charging infrastructures, city planning projects and smart technologies. Major car companies launch and test their latest EVs in Oregon, which has the most DC fast-charging stations in the country. And, Oregon policy continuously pushes boundaries by launching creative pilot projects and deployment activities to advance electric mobility.
Since 2010, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) have supported several projects around the state focused on EVs and EV charging infrastructure that have been key in the development of the state's strategic vision, including the following:
• The EV Project run by ECOtality aimed at supporting widespread adoption of the technology.
• EV DC fast-charge stations along Interstate 5, the West Coast's busiest north-south route, part of the West Coast Green Highway infrastructure building efforts.
• Tiger II Grant for EV infrastructure, funding 33 EV fast-charging stations throughout Oregon, along key corridors such as Oregon's coast, the Columbia Gorge and the Cascades.
These and future projects are helping Oregon create a sustainable transportation system by reducing the state's reliance on imported petroleum and by reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
This project helped support the creation of a "roadmap" for the development of vehicle infrastructure and vehicle deployment in the state. These efforts have helped guide research, education, partnership initiatives and community engagement activities at Portland State University (PSU), Oregon University System (OUS) and the Portland Metro region. The roadmap has become the basis for the creation of the Energize Oregon Coalition. The project helped build momentum on a number of efforts including the Governor's Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Working Group, the creation and support of the Governor's Transportation Electrification Executive Committee (TEEC), local utility and international automotive industry interest in Portland, and other national efforts through the U.S. Department of Transportation and the U.S. Department of Energy. This effort was truly a multidisciplinary, multipartner and multicampus focus and effort. The project focused on developing a unifying strategy, plan, knowledge base for low-and no-emission vehicles, alternative fuels infrastructure and other sustainable mobility innovations.
The specific objectives for this project were to: 1) Strengthen and broaden strategic partnerships that will provide financial and other continuing research, education and community engagement opportunities in EV infrastructure.
2) Develop a strategic roadmap for Portland and the state of Oregon to achieve plug-in readiness and to enhance EV deployment.
3) Develop a comprehensive research agenda to evaluate a wide array of research and testing needs for the region. 4) Coordinate with national efforts through the Rocky Mountain Institute's Project Get Ready, sharing knowledge with other participating Project Get Ready cities, national Clean Cities programs and other national efforts. 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
OUTCOME AND RESULTS
The roadmap that was developed in Oregon is not a monolithic, fixed plan. Instead, it is a continuous and dynamic enterprise guided by discovery, partnerships, communication, publicopinion research in Oregon and beyond, and a portfolio of well-selected projects. Below is a list of events and activities that have resulted from this effort.
EVRoadmap.us website:
The purpose of this website is to provide information to community leaders, businesses and consumers that will help them participate in making Oregon the leading place in North America for the introduction of EVs. The website aims to increase the visibility and understanding of EVs through outreach and education to engage all facets of the EV community -early adopters, installers of charging stations, would-be drivers and the merely curious. We share lessons learned and best practices. 
FURTHER ACTIVITIES
During the last couple years, Oregon has become an active player in the EV arena, with a number of promising relationships and activities in the early stages of development. Oregon can help the rest of the country in adopting and incorporating new vehicle types as part of a larger quest for sustainable mobility. While the momentum around EVs is promising, the fact of the matter is that we know little about is what is involved in the infrastructure needs and public perception of EVs. What roles and responsibilities does an organization have for EV fleet management? What kind of institutional support and commitment will it take to make the adoption of EVs successful? Are there insurance, regulatory and/or statutory barriers that could impede the deployment of EVs? What performance measures should be developed and tracked for gauging the success of EVs and their adoption? Are there governance issues (policy, fiscal, infrastructure) that state and local governments need to address in the next year or two to ensure success for EV fleet operators and consumers in the future? These are but a few of the questions that should be pursued and cataloged in the next couple years. OTREC will continue to support research and education activities through the Transportation Electrification Initiative. The TEI and OUS campuses are members of the Energize Oregon Coalition, and will provide information and knowledge support to the partners of the coalition. George Beard of PSU-ELI, John MacArthur of OTREC and Peter Murchie of NPCC/Oregon Solutions have been speaking with leaders and participants who will play crucial roles in assuring the readiness of the region for the introduction of EV's to the market in late 2010 and beyond.
APPENDIX
On Nov. 9, 2009, Portland State University and Portland General Electric, with support from OTREC and the Lemelson Foundation, hosted a daylong EV Roadmap event at the World Trade Center attended by 180 potentially interested and significant players from Oregon and around the Northwest. An Action Roundtable of many of these participants was held on January 7, 2010 to maintain momentum and to further refine issues and potential solutions.
The Federal stimulus package enacted in 2009 by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) has funded a national company, ECOtality, to install the first charging stations by the end of 2010, when Nissan intends to introduce the all-electric Leaf to the Portland and other markets.
Vision
Through a collaborative public, private and civic effort led by the EV Executive Council chartered/convened by the Governor (through an Executive Order) create a comprehensive Roadmap and support integrated investments and decision making for the development and implementation of electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure in Oregon. The Council's Roadmap will steer a statewide strategic vision, identify and support implementation opportunities research, education, and partnership initiatives.
The EV Executive Council will: 1. Develop a strategic Roadmap for the Willamette/Columbia Region to achieve plug-in readiness in the next two years. 2. Strengthen and broaden strategic partnerships that will provide financial and other continuing research/evaluation, education, and community engagement opportunities in EV infrastructure. a. Identify the structures, authorities and resources for implementation of EV infrastructure b. Identify and resolve issues that might impede readiness within two years c. Create a comprehensive evaluation and research agenda that can provide expertise to evaluate and document the implementation activities for the Region. 3. Integrate decision making and investments in collaborative implementation of EV projects, including launching pilots as needed 4. Coordinate with state, regional, national and international efforts a. Prioritize coordination with similar efforts in the Pacific Northwest.. b. Create replicable models for implementation, data collection and management and evaluation in other geographic areas.
Opportunity/Need
The Roadmap project presents a significant opportunity to the Region to be in the forefront of advancing one of the signature technologies of the 21 st century. The economic and technological development implications of being first to adopt transportation electrification are potentially great. However the Roadmap project will be challenging to implement at the speed necessary, in part because of the number of jurisdictions, participants and issues involved and because of the need to align resources, planning, policies, and logistics. A deliberative and inclusive, yet quick and nimble, process will be required. Oregon fortunately has developed an innovative niche for assisting complex, collaborative decision-making in the context of highly sophisticated urban planning.
Conclusions
Based on the interviews, the EV Roadmap event and the EV Action Roundtable, and the recommendations from the Alternative Fuel Vehicles Work Group we have concluded that:
• An Electric Vehicle Executive Council (public/private/civic) that can provide high level collaborative decision making on strategic direction, resources, and implementation support is needed; o One part of the success to date for Oregon on EV is the strength of the existing public/private/civic collaborative approach. All agree that more formally chartering (through the Governors office) and strengthening this collaborative effort is necessary to continue our national leadership; o Because no one authority or organization is responsible for EV in the state, there is a need to create a body -convened by the Governor -with the stature and perspective to chart Oregon's course on EV; o The University, 'under the auspices of the 'Executive', is and can continue to provide secretariat support for the Executive Leadership Group/Roadmap that combines both neutral collaborative staffing (National Policy Consensus Center) and 'knowledge base' --data, information, analysis, research/evaluation support (OTREC/ELI in partnership with relevant folks in ODOT and other research/evaluation organizations)  PSU/OTREC has resources through its grants to provide initial secretariat staffing support for the EV Executive Council/Roadmap;  PSU/OTREC has greater ability to access and distribute foundation and corporate resources on behalf of the Executive Council/Roadmap; • There is broad agreement on the EV vision for the state; the need for a Roadmap; and for leveraging/building on the immediate implementation of the ARRA funded charging stations; • Speed is important as there are many time sensitive opportunities/needs ongoing that could be better taken advantage of with a more formalized collaborative effort under the Governor's auspices; • The key supporters/champions for the Roadmap and initial project(s) have been identified.
Suggested Next Steps
• A neutral body with needed leadership/stature should be chartered/convened by the Governor as soon as possible to steer the EV Roadmap development that will support successful first year implementation of the ARRA funded charging stations and other projects and assure broader plug in readiness within two years -EV Executive Council • The EV Executive Council will meet to refine the vision, develop overall strategy and create workgroups to develop agreements on implementing important tasks, building on the ARRA project.
• The Council will continue work with the Governor's office and Washington counterparts to develop a potential MOU of shared principles and mutual support for EV In recent months, Oregon has developed formal relationships with Nissan and Mitsubishi as well as an informal one with Toyota. During the same period, a broad range of public, private, and nonprofit enterprises has come together to work on preparations for plug-in electric vehicles and the infrastructure to support them. This progress has been driven by leadership from the office of the Governor and Oregon DOT, and from key political and business leaders in the Portland region, with particular recognition due to PGE. The progress has also been propelled by a large and growing number of institutional and individual players who are keenly interested in contributing to the transition to cleaner vehicles.
Some Questions
While the headway has been laudable, one could argue that Oregon's aspirations and migration toward new vehicle platforms and infrastructure have unfolded episodically and that, to achieve maximum benefit they should be orchestrated as a project-in fact, a set of projects-which have yet to be fully defined, assigned, coordinated, monitored and evaluated. Some questions to underscore the point:
• Should we pursue other OEM relationships? (With what manufacturers? Honda, GM, Ford, and Mercedes, others?) Who should decide, initiate the outreach, and coordinate the qualifying discussions?
• Are there universities, think tanks, and grant makers with which we should affiliate?
• What platforms should be in scope for a program aimed at migrating from combustion engine vehicles (retrofits, light trucks & transports, neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs), fuel cell vehicles, CNG vehicles, personal mobility vehicles (PMVs)
• Who is responsible for engaging and informing the public?
• How do all the growing number of activities get orchestrated … and all the interested parties remain informed?
• What are the benchmarks and performance measures that would allow Oregon to know if it is succeeding with its plans?
• How are these vehicles integrated into the social fabric and the built environment (urban and rural?)
• And, ultimately, what is Oregon's end game? Merely to ready itself for new vehicles and infrastructure? Or, to take aggressive, nimble, and purposeful action that will allow our state to be recognized as a center of innovation for sustainable mobility?
Recommended Response
Create a project office to assist in developing strategies, plans, and knowledge bases to rigorously foster the growing array of initiatives and relationships involved in creating low-and no-emission vehicles and other sustainable mobility innovations.
Description
The goal of the program office is to provide continuous attention and support to the growing range of EV projects and players in our state. The intent is not to control these activities, but to exercise helpful behaviors to various parties in the form of assistance; research and analysis; connecting people; consolidating and leveraging resources; promoting ideas and education; capturing and sharing information and knowledge; and, providing opportunities for learning and dialogue.
Functionally the program office will focus on these several areas:
• Assembling the portfolio of EV relationships within and outside of Oregon that will help us advance our objectives
• Monitoring the portfolio of EV projects to ensure that our progress is deliberate and timely
• Cataloging the portfolio of public policy and research questions that must be identified and addressed as we begin our transformation to low-and no-emission vehicles
• Delivering the portfolio of education, training, and information exchanges that are key to our organizational capacity and proficiency in adopting new EV technologies
• Maintaining and availing a knowledge base of case studies, briefing papers, and lessons learned
• Creating a "Living Laboratory" which students and faculty can experience, evaluate and research EVs in the urban environment.
Hosting the Program Office
Portland State University has prepared a proposal and sought funding for a program office to begin operation in July 2009. The rationale for hosting is based on several considerations. First, part of PSU's mission is to serve as impartial convener for urban issues and innovations. This role is exemplified in the PSU motto: Let Knowledge Serve the City. Second, the University has in place many of the assets to support the program office and it intends to enlist three key organizations for the effort:
• Oregon Transportation Research and Education Consortium (OTREC), a National University Transportation Center, is a partnership between Portland State University, the University of Oregon, Oregon State University, and the Oregon Institute of Technology. With a grant from the U.S. Department of Transportation, OTREC sponsors research, education and technology transfer projects at our partner universities. OTREC supports innovations in sustainable transportation through Advanced Technology, Integration of Land Use and Transportation, and Healthy Communities. OTREC is dedicated to stimulating and conducting collaborative multi-disciplinary research on multi-modal surface transportation issues, educating a diverse array of current practitioners and future leaders in the transportation field, and encouraging implementation of relevant research results.
• Hatfield School of Government's Executive Leadership Institute promotes citizen engagement, democratic governance, and policy analysis by extending the School's public service education mission to elected officials and career administrators at offcampus locations throughout the region.
• Hatfield School of Government's National Policy Consensus Center/Oregon Solutions grew out of the State of Oregon's Sustainability Act of 2001. Oregon Solutions has promoted a new style of community governance based on the principles of collaboration, integration, and sustainability.
Appendix D THE FUTURE OF URBAN MOBILITY: PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY'S TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION INITIATIVE STRATEGIC PLAN
OVERVIEW
Portland State University (PSU)'s Transportation Electrification Initiative will be a cross-campus effort for innovative research and education exploring the electrification of transportation and the integration with the built environment. The Initiative will explore the nexus of the future of sustainable energy, transportation and the built environment by answering questions on consumer behavior, grid integration, and vehicle use & performance. The Initiative will serve the region by identifying, field-testing, and generalizing knowledge about the practicality and suitability of promising mobility strategies, technologies, services, and practices related to electrification. Initiative will employ a 'living laboratory' approach where faculty and students can use local settings and organizations to research, evaluate and experience EVs in the urban environment. This research will lead to practical policy and technical guidance to the state and nation, to help address questions on transportation electrification and the development of a smart mobility system within a smart grid. The Initiative will build research capacity within PSU and will support faculty and students as they plan for, field test, evaluate, experience and report on transportation electrification. PSU has a strong core of researchers actively engaged in sustainable transportation, renewable energy and built environment research, including faculty in engineering, business, urban studies and planning, architecture, computer science, social sciences, and policy. The challenge will be to enlist this expertise and focus it towards the Initiative. Given the current state of the field and the expertise at PSU and partner universities, the likely areas of focus will include:
• Vehicle design, performance & use;
• Integration of infrastructure systems with the built environment;
• Markets, vehicle use & consumer behavior; and • Evaluation, including societal and lifecycle environmental impacts.
Our intent is to generate a strong understanding and solid foundation of knowledge for the general public, companies and governmental agencies analyzing the new technology, investment and policy options. This effort will be collaborative and cross-disciplinary, drawing on various public and private partnerships to deliver research, exchange information, educate, and train. It is anticipated that local partners (e.g., state agencies, utilities, local companies and related industries), national players (e.g., federal agencies, national labs, auto companies and related industries) and other national and international universities will be enlisted in the various projects.
OBJECTIVES
The goal for the first year of this Initiative is to support the creation of a unifying strategic plan for the PSU. The specific objectives are to:
• Develop an internal project team to foster the Initiative;
• Conduct research with quick results in the short-term, setting the stage for longer-term research; • Publish research, white papers, and use cases;
• Attract partnerships and create opportunities for external funding.
• Build research capacity at PSU and collaboration among OUS campuses, including bring in new disciplines to focus on transportation electrification; • Align with state and regional efforts; and • Capitalize and enlarge the current transportation electrification and renewable energy momentum in Oregon and the Northwest.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
Establish Initiative Steering Group and Project Team
The effort should be guided by a small team PSU should also create a larger project team that would be made up of interested faculty and staff from various departments on campus. The goal of the project team is to provide continuous attention and support to the growing range of EV projects and players in our state. The intent is not to control these activities, but to coordinate and facilitate, connect people, consolidate and leverage resources, promote ideas and education, share information and knowledge, and provide opportunities for learning and dialogue. The project team should focus on these several areas:
• Assembling the portfolio of EV relationships within and outside of Oregon that will help us advance our objectives • Monitoring the portfolio of EV projects to ensure that our progress is deliberate and timely • Cataloging the portfolio of public policy and research questions that must be identified and addressed as we begin our transformation to low-and no-emission vehicles • Identifying a range of research projects that address regional, state, and nation issues • Delivering the portfolio of education, training, and information exchanges that are key to our organizational capacity and proficiency in adopting new EV technologies • Maintaining and availing a knowledge base of case studies, briefing papers, and lessons learned • Creating a "Living Laboratory" which students and faculty can experience, evaluate and research EVs in the urban environment.
Focus on Short-term Research to Take Advantage of Key Opportunities
There are several research areas for PSU to move forward on quickly, to take advantage of some timely opportunities:
• Evaluating vehicle performance and driver behavior/use for the EVproject.com (Nissan/Ecotality), Toyota PHEV Prius Demo Project and Mitsubishi iMiEV • Urban freight use • Infrastructure planning • DC fast charging evaluation • Conduct public opinion surveying to establish baseline information on attitudes and knowledge.
OTREC is supporting some of this start-up research in the area of driver behavior, though more needs to be done. Table 1 list a more detailed description of current key projects and research opportunities for PSU to start to developing research plans and projects. PSU should also develop a series of white papers to help answer questions partners have on a variety of topics and bring attention to PSU. Potential topics include:
• What are the business cases scenarios for charging stations?
• Develop a technology roadmap assessment for EV business cluster for Oregon • Conduct policy analysis of EV adoption and GHG reductions goals • What are the potential of V2G opportunities in the Portland and Oregon?
• Use of DC fast charging in an urban environment • Economic analysis of Time-of-Use rates • What does a city need to do to be plug-in ready?
• Can urban freight or fleet be electrified?
• What performance measures for gauging the success of EVs?
Develop a Long-Term Research Direction
The long-term strategy should begin with an analysis of the current and ongoing landscape of EV related research, development and demonstration efforts in Oregon, around the United States and the rest of the world. The EV field is a rapidly growing and changing area with many research entities and small companies entering the field. As such, it is challenging to keep up-to-date with the constantly changing field. After evaluating the ongoing research, a SWOT analysis will be completed to find the holes in on-going research and to find opportunities where the state of Oregon can have an impact on EV research, development and demonstration. The research will likely focus on four areas: Because of the cross-disciplinary needs of the Initiative, PSU will need to engage a variety of departments and faculty. Appendix 1 lists the potential research focus areas and the disciplines and faculty that could potentially be enlisted in research.
Identify Resource Gaps
While PSU has many faculty with expertise in the research areas identified, many of those faculty are already committed to full research agendas. Expanding their research portfolio to include transportation electrification will require resources, such as PhD student fellowships and post-docs. In addition, there are likely gaps in existing expertise that will need to be filled with new faculty and researchers.
Develop Partnerships and Collaboration
The Initiative intends to enlist faculty, students, stakeholders, public agencies, organizations, utilities, and electric vehicle-related companies to deliver multidisciplinary solutions for real world problems. PSU already benefits from strong ties to key transportation agencies (including ODOT, City of Portland, TriMet, the Port of Portland, Metro, etc.), electrical utilities, and the transportation industry, including non-profit groups. The Initiative will work very closely the state agencies and cities and will actively pursue collaboration with local partners and national players will be enlisted in the various projects. PSU will build on already exiting strategic alliances with Portland General Electric (PGE), which focuses on working together on research, economic development, community projects, and professional training aligned with two main themes: "Urban Mobility" and "Integration of Energy and Sustainable Design." Additionally, PSU has developed a firm relationship with Toyota Motors, which has brought ten Plug-in EV Prius to Oregon for a demonstration project. It will be crucial for PSU to focus on nurturing and establishing external partnerships. By formalizing these relationships, PSU will be able to develop opportunities for faculty to conduct research. The partnership between PGE and Toyota Motors is a great model for forging There are also opportunities to establish partnerships with other universities and institutions. Table 2 lists the current opportunities PSU has been developing both nationally and internationally.
THE LARGER AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE OF URBAN MOBILITY
Transportation electrification is just one aspect of PSU's effort to understand, guide, and lead innovation regarding urban mobility. Other efforts are underway at these entities:
• Initiative for Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation (IBPI)
• Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Laboratory
• Oregon Modeling Collaborative
• Oregon Transportation Research and Education Consortium
• Center for Urban Studies and Center for Transportation Studies 
